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Setting Up House after a Wedding 
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English Transcript: 

 
SE: Who is responsible for the needs of the house…? 
SO: After the wedding? 
SE: After the wedding… 
SO: After the wedding, obviously it is the bride.  
SE: She is the one to buy everything? 
SO: Of course before the wedding, and even before the girl is engaged, the mother 
collects materials for her. What does it mean? It means that she collects curtains, bed 
sheets – she can either buy them or make them by hand if she sews well. She buys her 
[the daughter] bedroom materials or fabric that she has liked and keeps them to make 
sheets or pillowcases. She gets her carpets or dish sets for everyday use or a crystal set. 
That one is necessary despite the fact that they don’t use it all the time. As you know, if a 
cup breaks, the whole set is useless. All this is done over a long period of time – even 
before the girl is engaged. After the engagement, they complete what is left from her 
collection… Machines like the a washing machine… and curtains… These are the things 
that the bride brings to the house. She also needs to bring the kitchen materials (because 
it is her kitchen), curtains, carpets, rugs and things like this.  
SE: What does the groom bring? 
SO: The groom brings the house and all the heavy things are on him [his responsibility].  
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SE: Like? 
SO: Like the house, the bedroom, and the living room materials. All the basic things are 
on him.  
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